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Perhaps you have felt gross and yucky over
the last few days but you are not sure why.
Initially, what the person had to say
seemed encouraging and you felt great for
the moment. However, after reflecting on
the conversation, you once again feel that
sense of unworthiness. You feel like what
you offered in that conversation held no
value and old hurtful language greets you
in the mirror. Maybe they are right, you
mutter to yourself, trying not to believe a
word of it. This book introduces the new
language of Experiential Authority in order
to explain that gross and yucky feeling. It
explores the use of positional power and
authority in relationships, unpacking the
harm that comes through their misuse. The
book explains that by giving language to
this emotional experience, you can equalize
the power differential in these situations.
This creates the space for you to refuse the
external identities forced upon you, which
invite you to disregard your own
experiences in the process. In the end, you
are equipped to identify times and places
where Experiential Authority has been
used in your life, now minimized because
you are able to give voice and language to
your emotional experience, equalizing the
power differential in those various
relationships.
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